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Read each sentence. Identify the adjective and the noun it modi!es and write

them in the blanks.

Example: Adrian has a "u#y pillow.

The adjective �u�y describes the noun pillow.

1) The dog snuggled up in its comfortable kennel.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

2) The angry lion roared loudly.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

3) The seven ducklings waddled in the pond.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

4) Layla was basking in the warm sun.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

5) Florida has an iconic theater.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

6) Clara ate buttery popcorn.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

7) Bennet is watching an interesting match.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .

8) Jordan is an obedient student.

The adjective describes the noun                                        .
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Name :
Answer Key

Adjectives

Read each sentence. Identify the adjective and the noun it modi!es and write

them in the blanks.

Example: Adrian has a "u#y pillow.

The adjective !u"y describes the noun pillow.

1) The dog snuggled up in its comfortable kennel.

The adjective comfortable kenneldescribes the noun                                        .

2) The angry lion roared loudly.

The adjective angry liondescribes the noun                                        .

3) The seven ducklings waddled in the pond.

The adjective seven describes the noun                                        .

4) Layla was basking in the warm sun.

The adjective warm sundescribes the noun                                        .

5) Florida has an iconic theater.

The adjective iconic theaterdescribes the noun                                        .

6) Clara ate buttery popcorn.

The adjective buttery popcorndescribes the noun                                        .

7) Bennet is watching an interesting match.

The adjective interesting matchdescribes the noun                                        .

8) Jordan is an obedient student.

The adjective obedient studentdescribes the noun                                        .
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